
ELITE IRON SHOT SHOW OP-COMP MUZZLE BRAKE NEWS RELEASE 
 
ELITE IRON® Presents the Popular OP-COMP Muzzle Brake in Las 
Vegas at the 2019 SHOT SHOW January 22 – 25. 
 
Las Vegas, NV / January 22, 2019 - ELITE IRON has been manufacturing highly 
effective muzzle brakes (or compensators) for many years. But perhaps the most 
popular and recently developed is the OP-COMP muzzle brake. The OP-COMP is 
incredibly effective for rifles chambered in .223, 6.5 Creedmore, and .308 calibers. And 
it is also available for AR 10 model rifles.  
 
The OP-COMP design is patented and virtually eliminates recoil. It is extremely effective 
for full auto fire and three-gun competition where the weapon must stay on target after 
each shot. The OP-COMP also helps the shooter be faster on target, quicker with 
follow-up shots, and smoother on the trigger because the barrel is just not affected by 
recoil due to the efficiency of the re-directed muzzle gas. The ELITE IRON OP-COMP 
muzzle brake is made from Chrome molly steel and has become a staple for elite 
shooters in almost every discipline of shooting.  
 

 
 

Visit ELITE IRON at Booth #20311 at the 2019 SHOT SHOW in Las Vegas. 
 
ELITE IRON® has been a premier designer and manufacturer of high caliber firearms 
equipment and accessories for 17 years. We are especially well known for our 
professional grade ELITE IRON sound suppressors that are designed to provide 
enhanced accuracy and superior sound reduction for calibers ranging from .17 HMR 
through .50 BMG. And we build suppressors for all favorite hunting calibers and wildcat 
cartridges.  
 
ELITE IRON is located between the rugged mountains of western Montana. The ELITE 
IRON staff are highly experienced shooters and hunters themselves with extensive 
knowledge of ballistics, metallurgy, and manufacturing techniques for weapons 
applications. All of our products are designed and manufactured to a “higher caliber” in 
Montana adhering to the highest quality standards with meticulous attention paid to 
detail to assure on-target results. 



 
CONTACT ELITE IRON: 

Kathy Poling 
1345 Thunders Trail, Bldg. D 
Potomac, MT 59823 
Office Hours: 8:30am to 5:30pm  MT 
Shop Hours: 8:30am to 6:00pm MT 
Phone: (406)244-0234 
Fax: (406)244-0135 
Email: info@EliteIron.com                                                                                         
Website: www.eliteiron.com 


